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Liberia and Greece continue to build
on successful relationship
The ties between Liberia and Greece have traditionally been very strong.
And, like a good wine, those ties get better with age.
It is now 65 years since the first vessel – fittingly, of Greek ownership – was registered
with the Liberian Administration. Since then,
Greek owners have continued to find the quality, knowledge and responsiveness of the Liberian Registry a perfect fit for their requirements.
Senior Vice President and General Manager of
LISCR Hellas, Michalis Pantazopoulos, recounts
that on March 11, 1949, the first commercial
vessel, the World Peace, owned by interests
controlled by Stavros Niarchos, and under charter to Getty Oil Co, was registered with Liberia.
Today, the Liberian fleet stands at approximately 4,000 ships, and Greek-owned tonnage features very prominently in those figures. Indeed,
statistics recently released by the Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee (GSCC) show
that, in deadweight terms, 17 percent of Greek-

controlled ships were registered under the Liberian flag at end-March, 2014 – second only to
the Greek national flag itself. This is an increase
of 3.5m dwt on last year. A total of 678 Greekcontrolled ships, aggregating 49.05m dwt, are
currently registered with Liberia, compared to
819 vessels aggregating 76.11m dwt flying the
Greek flag.
Mr. Pantazopoulos says, “Liberia and Greece
share a strong maritime tradition of successful
co-operation dating back 65 years to the birth
of the Liberian Registry. It is a source of great
satisfaction to know that Greek owners still
value the efficiency, safety and responsiveness
of the Liberian flag administration. It is often
said that it was the Greeks who gave birth to
the Liberian Registry, and it is very gratifying to
see how they have remained with us.”

Liberia at Posidonia 2014
Liberia has a great deal to celebrate at Posidonia 2014. Staff from our offices around
the world, including our dedicated Piraeus base, will be delighted to welcome you
to Stand 3.221 at the Metropolitan Expo Centre. There we will be able to update
you on the latest exciting developments taking place at the world’s fastest growing, most proactive and most technologically innovative ship registry, and at the
Ethiopian Maritime Training Institute, the rapidly emerging source of highly qualified
engineers for the maritime industry.

Setting new standards
in marine engineering
Shipping, like any other industry, is only
as good as the people it employs. And the
quality of people employed in the shipping
industry is changing, for the better, thanks
to developments in Ethiopia.
The Ethiopian Maritime Training Institute
(EMTI S.C) may be a new name to some,
but it is becoming increasingly well-known
in the international shipping community.
This renowned marine academy is an operating subsidiary of YCF Manning, part of
YCF Maritime, the parent organisation of
the Liberian International Ship & Corporate
Registry.
EMTI S.C. was established to provide professional marine training for Ethiopian
engineering graduates. Through its elite
maritime training programme, it has established superior standards for selecting and
training its cadets to become world-class
marine engineers. In collaboration with
Ethiopian universities, EMTI S.C. produces
several hundred marine officers annually
(continued on back)
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Liberia strengthens
market position as
private equity gets
into shipping
The entry of private equity funding
into the ship finance market is helping to sustain the continued quality
growth of the Liberian Registry.
LISCR CEO Scott Bergeron says,
“Owners are ordering ships again,
and there is a great deal of private
equity funding entering the market,
in the US and elsewhere, which is
filling the shortfall created by a reduction in traditional bank finance
for shipping. Liberia has the secondhighest share based on market capitalisation of shipping companies
listed on the US stock exchange,
behind only the US. And Greek interests are playing a major role in
publicly traded US companies.
“Well-informed private equity investors recognise Liberia’s pedigree
in shipping, and understand that
it is a key player in the market. We
have stood by our owners during
what has been a difficult five-year
period, and now we are starting to
see a recovery in the market.”

(NEW STANDARDS, continued from front)

Last year, 17 percent (in deadweight terms) of Greek-controlled ships were registered under the Liberian
flag, second only to the Greek national flag itself. This is an increase of 3.5m dwt on last year. Pictured is
the 84,216 gt crude oil tanker, ALMI ODYSSEY, built in 2013 by Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
Company, Korea, for Greek shipping company, Almi Tankers S.A., and registered with Liberia in April 2013.

Banks Positively Reassessing Liberia
There has been a stream of good news coming out of Liberia recently, not least the celebration of
ten years of peace, election to the council of the International Maritime Organisation, white-listing
by the OECD Global Forum, and recognition as a leading player in the Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative, the global coalition of governments, companies and society working to improve
openness and accountable management of revenues from natural resources. All this, in addition to
operating the world’s largest and most successful quality ship registry.
There are no international or US Treasury sanctions against Liberia. There are no sanctioned Liberian non-resident corporations or Liberian-flag vessels. Liberia is not listed as a High-Risk or
non-co-operative jurisdiction. Yet there is evidence to suggest that such positive information is not
always fully disseminated in the financial sector.
By way of example, some users of Liberian corporations encounter occasional difficulties in opening bank accounts. The reasons cited in relation to the jurisdiction of the corporate applicant are
often out of date and incorrect. In some cases the same banks that have advised our clients that
they do not accept account applications from Liberian corporations are the same banks that actively loan billions of dollars to Liberian corporations operating in the shipping industry.
Given the dramatic changes which have taken place in Liberia over the past decade, it is to be
hoped that some of the more common misconceptions about the country can now be put to rest.
The Liberian Corporate Registry has a history dating back more than sixty years, and is widely
recognised for its professionalism and expertise. Increasingly, it is the offshore registry of choice
for quality-minded businesses and industries. Moreover, it is committed to building still further on
the excellent reputation it enjoys in well-informed business circles.

and is expanding with a view to increasing that
figure to over 1,000 officers each year.
EMTI’s education, certification and assignment
arrangements fully comply with international
standards and regulations such as STCW and
MLC, 2006. Its candidates must obtain a fiveyear university degree in mechanical or electrical
engineering and successfully complete university-level courses in English.
Through its collaboration with EMA GmbH, EMTI
also facilitates the employment of Ethiopian
marine officers with world-renowned shipping
companies. If you are interested in recruiting the
very best maritime engineers, come and talk to
EMTI at Posidonia.

Pictured is the 29,623 gt oil/chemical tanker, STENAWECO VENTURE, built in 2014 by SPP Shipbuilding
Co., Ltd, South Korea, for Greek shipping company, Oceangold Tankers Inc., and registered with Liberia in
January 2014.

